
VERIFICATION OF COMPETENCY 
{VOC) EXCAVATOR 

voe Details- See voe Instructions (*link*) for additional guidance on how to complete this form 

Applicant (person to be verified) 

Applicant Name 

Contact Number 

voe Details 

Date ofVOC 

Plant Make 

Attachments (If applicable} 

voe Verifier (person conducting the VOC) 

VOC Verifier Name 

Employer 

Employer 

Email 

Location of voe N'Z.PC Sr05N

TOID ifRTO 

voe Verifier Qualifications: 

(at least one must be ticked ✓) 
'=:I C)Jiificate IV in Training and Assessing 

l:1"John Holland voe Verifier Trainin

□ Other VOC qualification:

Subject Matter Expert (SME may also be the voe Verifier) 

SME Name 

SME Qualifications & 
Experience: 

D Unit of Competency I Licence D Other qualifications: 

(at least one must be ticked ✓) D Statement of attainment or equivalent D CurrenURelevant experience: 

voe Results 

Competency can be verified � 
D on the date of this VOC? L:.J Yes No ➔ Provide 

next steps below 

Applicant Signature: 

voe Verifier Signature: 

Other comments: 

Additional voe Result (only if required) 

FurtherVOC 
Required? 

SME Signature: 

o □ Yes ➔ date: 

'> • I ,'- 'l._4 • 

This section should only be completed where further VOC was determined as appropriate by the SME due to one of the 
following circumstances: 
• Result (as shown above) was unable to verify competency and further verification for parts; or 
• Changes to environment or the way in which the plant/ equipment is being used (i.e. attachments or configurations etc.); or
• The applicant is now required to operate a different make or model.

Date of voe

Location of VOC 

Plant Make 

Attachments (if applicable) 

Competency can be verified 
D on the date of this VOC? Yes 

Applicant Signature: 

VOC Verifier Signature: 

Plant Model 

D No ➔ Provide recommendation or next steps: 

SME Signature 
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Verification of Competency 

Prerequisites (must be completed before continuing with the VOC) 

At least� of the following must be verified: 

Statement of Attainment= Conduct excavator operations, conduct civil construction 
excavator operations, or equivalent unit of competency: 

Log book with at least 50 hours of operation: _______________ _ 

Letter of Confirmation of Experience from an employer verifyir:ig experience: ___ _ 

Plan Work 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

t 

How would an operator evaluate and select appropriate attachments for the task? 

Suggested answer/s: Refer to operators manual to see what attachments are compatible with 
the machine, what the load capacity is, whether the lifting capacity is limited by the capacity 
of the hydraulic system, understand what the most appropriate attachment is for the task, 
understand how to attach and secure it. �...-€,ot·� fftj\'•v· ... �, ...... �.C& -r� 

What underground services would you check for before starting to excavate? 
How would you confirm the location of the services? 'YB Y,T)-
Suggested answer/s: Check for power, telephone, gas, water, sewer, drainage, fibre optic. 
This would be confirmed using the DBYD, GFIS or other service identification plans 

Name two methods that should be used to prevent a collapse of a trench or 
excavation? 

Suggested answer/s: Benching, battering or shoring. LJ:\�. 
When would you be required to shore an excavation? 

Suggested answer/s: When the excavation is greater than 1.5m in depth or when the ground 
is not self-supporting. 

Why is it important to keep the floor plates free from oil, grease and tools? 

Suggested answer/s: To prevent the foot plates from becoming slippery and causing the 
operator to slip when mounting or dismounting. To prevent the tools from fouling controls. 

How would you find out the safe working distance around power lines in your 
work area? 

Suggested answer/s: Refer to the Australian Standards and the electrical regulator in your 
�S1J,J. area '3.-..v 

What must be provided on an excavator before it is used as a crane? 

Suggested answer/s: The attachment must be an approved closed eye attachment; the SWL 
must be clearly displayed at all lifting points; the load must be within the machines rated -

capacity; all warning devices must be in place and operational; the excavator must also be 
fitting with burst protection valves. The operator must be qualified to perform the lift. 

How does increasing the load centre affect the capacity of an excavator? 

Suggested answer/s: It reduces the lifting capacity of the excavator. 

During a pre-operational site inspection, what site hazards could be identified? 
(tick ✓ all that apply) 

£personnel ctoverhead services �ther equipment
�angerous materials Obstructions o£iher hazards 

y N NA 

1.,.---

✓ 

',:_ 

✓ 

,� t;:/. 

v 

✓ 

�/

y 
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Did the Operator ensure suitable barriers and exclusion zones are in place
around operating area? 

Did the Operator assess the suitability of the Excavator taking into account the
task to be performed and the environment? ottatr

Conduct Routine Checks

? 

$. 

$. 

What actions are required if a routine check found excessive wear in the power
arms and connections that made the excavator dangerous to operate? 
Suggested answer/s: Inform the Supervisor/authorised person, tag equipment out of service 
and refrain from operating the excavator until repairs have been carried out. 

During routine inspections and pre-operational checks, did the operator check for
the following? (tick ✓ all that apply) 
r:1satety features and alarms: condition and operation ITTracks/wheels: condition 
ciHydraulic and fluid: levels and leaks ITT ET+ Attachments: condition 
IZl'Controls and gauges: operating normally and labelled 0'Hitches/linkages: condition 
6 Mirrors and visual aids: condition and position [:J-'Sody damage 
ia"Radio (if fitted): operational and reception �Condition of access (steps 
□ Other (please specify) : ....,. 

�the operator done the foll
�

? (tick✓ all that apply)
ead and signed onto TRA ' Completed Start Card 

li3"'Read and signed onto PHA £lr"'Completed a machine prestart 

�ai"co��.6el' ,.,.,J :9'f C 'LJOv"-' 

Setup Excavator and prepare for the Task

? 

? 

What exclusion zone(s) should be established around excavator operations?
Suggested answer/s: physical barriers should be maintained around plant to reduce plant 
and people interface u� q S@m•f'
Why should adjustment of seating positions and weight settings be made prior to
commencing work? 
Suggested answer/s: To ensure the operator is comfortable and confident to operate the 
machine in that position. To ensure operators vision is nofTmpaired. To enable the safe and 
ergonomically sound operation of the machine. 

Did the Operator fit attachment(s) and correctly secure them using the safety
mechanism? 

Did the Operator make satisfactory adjustments to the seat, controls and system?

Has the Operator demonstrated sufficient skills/knowledge of the appropriate
attachments for the task? 

✓ 

y N NA 

/' 

( 

/ 

J 

/ 
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VERIFICATION OF COMPETENCY 
(VOC} EXCAVATOR 

Operate Machine 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

Why are you not allowed to hoist persons with the excavator bucket? 

Suggested answer/s: The machine is not designed for this purpose and it is against all safe 
operating procedures. 

What precautions would you take if a person were in a trench while you are 
lowering pipes into the trench? 

Suggested answer/s: Ensure the person is not under the load and is well clear of either end 
of the pipe; make sure you are lowering the pipes in a location where the trench will not 
collapse. 

Why are you not allowed to attach slings to the teeth of a bucket 

Suggested answer/s: The teeth may break, which can cause the load to fall potentially 
injuring someone or damaging the load. The quick hitch could fail and the bucket could fall 
off. Slinging loads this way is also against regulations as the attachment point must be an 
approved closed eye lifting point. 

What effect would operating on soft or uneven ground have on the load capacity 
of the loader? 

Suggested answer/s: It increases the risk of the machine tipping over. It would reduce the 
lrJ rlf lJJ:ffJJT .<JkD u'lu6"K),cJ1rF� load that could be raise and safely carried. 

How would you establish the load that can be safely lifted by an excavator? 

Suggested answer/s: Initially, you must determine the weight of the item if unknown and then 
refer to the load c� on the excavator to establish if the load can be lifted safely. -,BS!' 
How would you dismount a machine that contacted live power lines? 

Suggested answer/s: Jump well clear ensuring you do not make contact with the ground and 
machine at the same time. Hop or shuffle out of the affected area 

What must be provided on an excavator to attach slings so that the excavator may 
be used as a crane? 

/4 Suggested answer/s: A specifically designed and approved lifting lug ")} $f-)Ov�,1, . ....;. 

Before reversing a machine what precautions should be taken? 

Suggested answer/s: Look back over both shoulders to ensure the path of travel is clear. 
Utilise the reverse beeper I motion alarm which must be fitted to the machine. - -

What are the dangers of driving the excavator close to the edge of an excavation? 

Suggested answer/s: The excavator could collapse causing the excavator to overturn or to 
fall into the excavation. 

How far must people be ,kept away from the excavator when it is digging? 

Suggested answer/s: At least the operating radius of the machine. � rr-. bi 11W 211�{1.i
Is it permissible for loads to be slewed over the cabin of the truck being loaded? 
Explain your answer. 

Suggested answer/s: No. The driver of the truck may be in the cabin and in the event of an 
accident the bucket could strike the cabin, or the load could be dropped on the cabin. 

y N 

✓ 

/� 

v 

v· 

v' 
, /v 

� 

✓ 

-�

NA 
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? 

Could the Operator identify the following ha,nd signals? 
ofrStop riBoom up/down efs1ew righUleft □ ,;Ffavel/traverse

DljPng Operation and load shiftin9,!, did the operator do all the following? 
vi" Select correct controls o/Perate at a safe speed 
�nsure clear direction of travel □ Travel with bucket low 
ct'

§.Ps
ure turntable is level �lace loads to avoid causing hazard 

[!("smoothly operate controls 

The Operator was able to establish, monitor and maintain exclusion zones during 
works? 

The Operator demonstrated skills to the project level requirements? 

The Operator achieved the required quality standards? 

What post-operational checks should the Operator conduct on the machine? 
Suggested answer/s: Check the structure and equipment for defects and wear and fuel. 

D�g shut down of the Excavator, did the Operator do the following 
[!]" Machine set to 'SLOW' speed ✓control lockout lever engaged 
□'<3E T/Attachment lowered to ground Ill Operator exits cabin of plant 
ifyark brake applied ITTngine turned off

rf Other (please specify) �move keys 

I 

I 

/ 

The voe is complete. Record results and retain records as required in the procedure. 
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